
LETTER II 
The High Priestess, Arcanum of Gnosis 

Quotations for Reflection 

Spirit must become divine Breath in place of arbitrary, personal activity, and Water must 
become a perfect mirror of the divine Breath instead of being agitated by disturbances of 
the imagination, passions and personal desires. (page 30) 

We can decide in favour of monism and say to ourselves that there can be only one sole 
essence, one sole being. Or we can decide—in view of considerable historical and 
personal experience—in favour of dualism and say to ourselves that there are two 
principles in the world: good and evil, spirit and matter, and that, entirely 
incomprehensible though this duality is at root, it must be admitted as an incontestable 
fact. We can, moreover, decide in favour of a third point of view, namely that of love as 
the cosmic principle which presupposes duality and postulates its non-substantial but 
essential unity. (31-2) 

For God is love and it is love—it is only love—which by its presence gives worth to power 
and to wisdom and to being itself. (34) 

He who chooses being will aspire to true being and he who chooses love will aspire to 
love. For one only finds that for which one seeks. (36) 

For neither the inspiration of the prophets, nor the immersion in God of the mystics, nor 
the contemplation of God in the mirror of the creation by the sages is equivalent to the 
new experience of the “vision” of God—the “beatific vision” of Christian theology. For this 
“vision” takes place in the domain of essence transcending all substance; it is not a fusion, 
but an encounter in the domain of essence, in which the human personality (the 
consciousness of self) remains not only intact and without impediment, but also becomes 
“that which it is”, i.e. becomes truly itself—such as the Thought of God has conceived it 
for all eternity. (37) 

The language of the Master is that of love and not that of psychology, philosophy, or 
science. The powerful magician, the artistic genius, the profound thinker, and the radiant 
mystic certainly merit all these qualifications and perhaps still greater ones, but they do 
not dazzle God. In the eyes of God they are dear sheep to him; in his consideration of 
them he desires that they shall never go astray and that they shall have life increasingly 
and unceasingly. (39) 

The intellect that is not fertilised by imagination guided by the heart is sterile. It depends 
on impulses which it receives from the participation of the heart by means of the 
imagination. (39) 



Pure intellect is that which reflects; love is that which acts. (39) 

Gnosis is the reflection of that which is above; science, in contrast, is the interpretation of 
that which is below… As it is gnosis (i.e. mysticism become conscious of itself) that the 
Card symbolises, it does not present the image of a scientist or a doctor, but rather that of a 
priestess, the High Priestess—the sacred guardian of the Book of Revelation. (40) 

The essence of pure mysticism is creative activity. One becomes a mystic when one dares 
to elevate oneself—i.e. “to stand upright”, then even more upright, and ever more upright
—beyond all created being as far as the essence of Being, the divine, creative fire. (40-41) 

The essence of pure gnosis is reflected mysticism. Gnosis signifies that that which takes 
place in mysticism has become higher knowledge. That is, gnosis is mysticism which has 
become conscious of itself. It is mystical experience transformed into higher knowledge. 
(41) 

Spiritual touch (or intuition) is that which permits contact between our consciousness and 
the world of pure mystical experience. (41) 

Mysticism is the source and the root of all religion. Without it religion and the entire 
spiritual life of humanity would be only a code of laws regulating human thought and 
action. If God signifies for man something more than an abstract notion, it is thanks to 
spiritual touch or mysticism. It is the seed of all religious life—with its theology, rituals and 
practices. (41) 

The mystic who wants only the experience of mystical states without understanding them, 
without drawing practical conclusions from them for life, and without wanting to be useful 
to others, who forgets everyone and everything in order to enjoy the mystical experience, 
can be compared to a spiritual drunkard. (43) 

For the whole human being is at one and the same time a mystic, a gnostic, a magician 
and a philosopher, i.e. he is religious, contemplative, artistic and intelligent. Everyone 
believes in something, understands something, is capable of something and thinks 
something. (44) 

There are, in fact, two types of memory: “horizontal memory”, which renders the past 
present, and “vertical memory”, which renders that which is above as present below, or—
according to our distinction between the two categories of symbolism which were defined 
in the first Letter—the “mythological memory” and the “typological memory”. (44) 

The doctrine of creation ex nihilo is the apotheosis of magic. Its essential statement is, in 
fact, that the world is a magical act. (46) 


